Luxury Daily's live news for Feb. 22:

**Prada taps Tom Holland to showcase spring/summer 2022 collection**
Italian fashion label Prada has called on a superhero to promote its spring/summer 2022 collection.

**Neiman Marcus springs forward in new campaign**
U.S. department store chain Neiman Marcus is strutting into spring with a new forward-thinking campaign.

**Hublot joins Polar Pod in exploring Southern Ocean**
Swiss watchmaker Hublot is diving into history by becoming a partner of the Polar Pod expedition and touring the Southern Ocean.

**Champagne Telmont receives investment from Leonardo DiCaprio**
French spirits group Remy Cointreau's Champagne Telmont has landed one of the most famous actors in the world as an investor.

**Stocks plummets as tensions rise amid Russia-Ukraine conflict**
The U.S. stock market saw some severe dips on Feb. 22 as agitation between Russia and Ukraine continues to grow.
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